Israel: Connecting our Ongoing
and New Ventures!
Dear Friends:
As you know, this ministry is very connected in Israel. Last year, we invested as much as $175,000 in our
activities and with individuals that we are connected with in Israel. We believe that if we give first in God’s
covenant land, then we will always prosper and have what we need for other lands.
Martin and Norma Sarvis are our main contacts in Israel. They live in Jerusalem and write the Prayer
Updates from Israel. (Click HERE to read their most recent update.) This is probably the clearest, best
weekly prayer focus from the land. Norma wrote today and said that the dollar is lower than ever, and they
actually will need an extra $1,000 per month to meet expenses. They have an apartment overlooking Mt.
Zion that hosts many activities that propel the Body of Messiah forward.
You have supported others that we are also connected with in Israel from North to South (or from Dan to
Beersheeba) such as Eitan and Connie Shishkoff, Avi and Chaya Misrachi, Avner and Rachel Bosky, Dan
and Patty Juster, and many others.
Yesterday, we sent a team to better connect us with all and to move us forward with the land we love and
focus on as we pray for and reconcile all other nations.
Connecting with Israel in a New Way!
I have loved to see how each of my children is making their various transitions in life. Last summer, Daniel
felt his season of law enforcement had drawn to a close. In his time of transition, I invited him and his wife,
Amber, to join me when I traveled to Israel in October. While there, the Lord began to refine and adjust
their course and birth a connection with Israel in a new way.
For several years now, Amber has been developing the new oils and candles with her business, New Wine
Lights. Now the Lord is calling them to connect with the people and land of Israel in a new way, and
begin working to develop new products and relationships that are more closely related to the land.
Yesterday, they left on a 9 day trip to Israel to begin developing relationships with the hopes of moving
there on a more permanent basis. On this trip, they will be traveling to Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and other points
north and south to meet with leaders and learn how they can be an encouragement to those in Israel. Lindy
Heidler, who lived in Jerusalem for five years while working with Succat Hallel, will be joining them on
this initial journey to assist in their travels and connections.
Please pray for this trip for Daniel, Amber and Lindy – for their safety and sensitivity to the Spirit’s leading.
Just this past weekend, they made a wonderful connection with a leader’s son who owns an olive grove in
northern Israel. I see this trip as a prototype for developing connections with Israel.
GIVING for Israel! For those of you who would like to give so our on-going efforts and new ventures are
developed, you can give online or by calling 1 (888) 965-1099 or 1 (940) 382-7231. If you wish to begin
receiving our Prayer Updates from Israel, please visit our website and select the blue “Member Services”
box. This will then provide you the option to subscribe to the Israel Prayerlist.
Here is Daniel, Amber and Lindy’s itinerary …

Jan 4 (Tues)
Leave Dallas
Jan 5 (Wed)
Arrive in Israel at 8:05 PM, get oriented to Tel Aviv
Jan 6 (Thurs)
9 AM – Meet Avi to go to Dugit staff prayer meeting, Tel Aviv exploration
Jan 7 (Fri)
Tel Aviv, Dinner with Avi and Chaya
Jan 8 (Sat)
10:30 AM – Adonai Roi Service
Caesarea
Dinner in Haifa
Overnight in hotel
Jan 9 (Sun)
Olive Ranch
Overnight in guest quarters
Jan 10 (Mon)
Jerusalem
4 PM – Ridings and Succut Hallel in Jerusalem
Dinner with Liat and Cody in Jerusalem
Jan 11 (Tues)
Dead Sea/Ein Gedi/Qumran/BeerSheba
Jan 12 (Wed)
Depart – be at airport @4:30AM
We so appreciate your prayers for this journey.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce
Key Resources to Help you Realign with your Covenant Roots
Over the Dead of the Desert: Releasing Waters for Zion by Martin Sarvis

Hear the sound of Israel! Martin and Norma Sarvis work with Succat Hallel and lead worship in Israel.
They are also hosting us this week in Israel. Martin has a CD produced by John G. Elliott that is just
wonderful. Titles include: Fertile Ground, There Will Never Be, Lament in D Minor, Rachamin
Avakesh (I Will Ask for Mercy), Holy is He, La’Menatze’ach (To the Chief Musician), For Jerusalem:
The Lord Himself will be a Wall of Fire Around Jerusalem; May there be Peace within Your Walls; the
LORD Himself, Ekhra Berech (I Bow my Knee), Shir Ahava (Love Song), Run to You, and Hodu
La’Adonai Kiru BiShmo (O Give Thanks to the Lord).
($14)
The Messianic Church Arising by Robert Heidler

This book will help you experience the fullness of Christianity and to know Christianity as God intended it.
Robert Heidler purposes to assist any Christian in regaining the blessings of our lost inheritance! Once you
see the root you are grafted into, the power of the Life of the root springs forth in you, and you will bear
fruit! Don't miss the chapter on the Cycles of God which will help you understand how the Feasts allow us
to see our path to future promise.
($12)
Restoring Your Covenant Roots: Blessings, Authority, and Fruitfulness by Chuck D. Pierce and
Robert Heidler
This is a key course for understanding our future as we share on the power of the Root. This revelation is
foundational and helps to illustrate the grafting process each of us must go through to enter the fullness of
life the Lord has for us. Topics include:
A Visit to the Early Church
The Emperor’s New Church
The Fruitful Olive Tree
When We Lost Our Jewish Roots
Being Restored to God’s Cycle of Life
Becoming One New Man
($99 for CD or DVD set)
God's Unfolding Battle Plan by Chuck D. Pierce

THE SPIRITUAL WAR AROUND US IS UNFOLDING. A people without knowledge perish. God's
Unfolding Battle Plan and the revised Future War of the Church will help you understand how to stand in
victory in the times we are living in. God's Unfolding Battle Plan: A Field Manual for Advancing the
Kingdom of God will point you into an understanding of the warfare we are presently fighting and what is
ahead for us in the future. This book will also give you great insight through the next 20 years and beyond!
($13)

Don’t forget that all of our webstore resources are 50% through this Saturday. Use discount code
CFA50 to cut your checkout price in half! Just go to www.gloryofzion.org or call (888) 965-1099 or (940)
382-7231.

